
Submission Form

Name 

Address  

     

Phone 

Email 

Top Ten title 

Would you like to sell your Top Ten originals?
  {  } yes       {  } no
  price $         

Would you like to sell prints of your Top Ten?
  {  } yes       {  } no
  price $  
* Please include minimum of 5 prints with your submission. You may choose to print one or all of your Top Ten list. 

Donation of proceeds to Visual Studies Workshop
  {  } 0%   {  } 50%   {  } 100%

Make sure you have included:

{  } ten Polaroids, numbered and labeled with your name on back
{  } Self-addressed stamped envelope for the return of your Top Ten Polaroids
{  } CD of 300dpi scans in order to particiapte in the book version (optional)

{  } ten dollar submission fee
{  } this signed & completed form

Signed:       Date:

Top Ten Records
Submit ten Polaroids, with or 
without captions, in the form of 
a top ten list. You are welcome 
to use any type of Polaroid film. 
Please email (see below) if you 
need help finding a camera.

Submissions due: 
Friday, August 22nd, 2008. 
Show opens September 5th, 
6–9pm  (First Friday).

Mail or hand deliver to:
Top Ten Records
c/o Robyn York
Visual Studies Workshop
31 Prince Street
Rochester, NY, 14607

More info:
iheartpolaroid.wordpress.com
robynyork@gmail.com

Legal Junk:
I hereby authorize Top Ten Records to display 
photographs that I have provided in connection 
with the Top Ten Records Polaroid Exhibition. By 
submitting these photographs to Top Ten Records, I 
acknowledge that these are original works of art that 
I personally created. 

I am releasing Top Ten Records from any liability 
regarding the display of work that I have submitted to 
them. Although all reasonable care will be exercised, 
Top Ten Records cannot be responsible for any lost, 
stolen or damaged artwork.

By agreeing to this release, I authorize that I am 18 
years of age or older. 


